We identify the issues that are important in design of a geographically distributed Web crawler. The identified issues are discussed from a "benefit" and "challenge" point of view. More specifically, we focus on the effect of geographical locality of Web sites on crawling performance, and, as a practical study, investigate the feasibility of a distributed crawler in terms of network costs. For this purpose, we conduct various experiments to collect network access statistics about the servers in the educational domains of eight different countries (USA, Canada, Chile, Brazil, Spain, Portugal, Turkey, and Greece). We gather the statistics from four different sites located in USA, Brazil, Spain, and Turkey using echoping. The results favor geographically distributed Web crawling in terms of crawling throughput.
The enormous size of the content on the Web, its very fast expansion rate, and the high frequency of page modifications render the Web crawling problem [15, 29] as one of the biggest challenges in search engine design. The importance of the problem increases given the fact that the userperceived quality of a search engine heavily depends on the content obtained by its crawling component. A promising solution to this problem is geographically distributed Web crawling, which has not attracted much research attention, perhaps, due to the practical challenges in development. In this paper, our aim is to illustrate the benefits of geographically distributed Web crawling with some supportive performance results and to present the challenges involved.
In Web crawling, the main purpose is to traverse the Web pages by using the hyperlink structure and download as many pages as possible under certain performance and quality objectives. In a typical crawling system, one or more crawlers start from a fixed set of seed pages and, by parsing those pages' content, discover URLs to other pages in the Web space. Discovered URLs are added to a queue, from which they are extracted in a certain order and corresponding pages are downloaded from the Web. URL extraction and enqueueing steps are repeated on the newly found content in an iterative manner. The entire process is performed in sessions, in which case a new crawl is started from scratch after a while, or the process is repeated infinitely, which requires periodically re-downloading previously crawled pages.
Web crawling is a computationally expensive process that demands large amount of resources, including CPU, disk storage, memory, and network. Consequently, if the target is to crawl a significant portion of the Web, the singleprocessor systems will fail to achieve this. One immediate architectural solution is to employ parallelization and perform crawling on multiple processors. This way, the performance bottlenecks on CPU and memory can be relaxed and fairly good speedups can be achieved. However, it is not possible to obtain the maximum benefit and achieve scalability in terms of network if all processors are located at a single data center. On the other hand, geographically distributed Web crawling (from now on, distributed crawling for short), where multiple parallel crawlers are located at geographically distant data centers, has the potential benefit that information about the spatial locality of the Web servers can be used to improve the download times, achieving scalability on the network resource as well.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we summarize some important concepts in crawling, briefly explaining their roles in the context of distributed crawling. This section also provides pointers to previous works on crawling in the literature. We illustrate some benefits that can be achieved by distributed crawling in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the challenges involved. In Section 5, the results of various network experiments are presented. The paper is concluded in Section 6 with some open issues. 
CONCEPTS
The purpose of this section is to go over the most important concepts in Web crawling research and practice, identifying the ones relevant to distributed crawling. For this purpose, we base the discussion in this section on Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 classifies the most important concepts in Web crawling under five main headings: quality metrics, external factors, performance, implementation issues, and politeness. The color coding is used to indicate the primary class for concepts, which may appear under multiple headings. Fig. 2 classifies the same set of concepts in Fig. 1 according to their importance to a particular type of architecture, namely, sequential, parallel, and distributed crawling. Note that all concepts classified under sequential crawling are also related to parallel and distributed crawling, and the same relation holds between parallel crawling and distributed crawling.
Quality Metrics
In evaluating the quality of a crawler, in general, there are three important metrics: the crawler's coverage of the Web [24] , the freshness of the pages in its repository [8, 9, 11, 27] , and the importance of the downloaded pages [1] from the user or query processing perspective. The coverage refers to the percent of the Web discovered or downloaded by the crawler. This is an important metric in that it directly affects the recall of the search engine. Page freshness is usually a measure of how outdated the local copy of a page is relative to the page's original copy on the Web. Freshness of a repository is said to increase as it contains fewer outdated pages or pages are less outdated. Increasing page freshness is important to be able to provide the most up-to-date information on the Web to the users. Finally, the importance metric relates to increasing the percent of important or popular pages in the repository. This may help precision of a search engine.
In assessing the quality of a distributed crawling system, the above-mentioned set of quality metrics can be used without any modification. However, depending on the techniques employed, the quality of a distributed crawler may degrade compared to that of a sequential crawler. In this respect, the problems that stand for parallel crawlers [10] also apply to distributed crawling [4, 30, 33] .
External Factors
The two major external factors that affect the quality metrics are Web growth [5] and Web change [5, 8] , which have inverse effects respectively on coverage and freshness. Increasing the hardware resources is the main method used in practice to achieve sustainable consistency in coverage and freshness of a crawling system. Another important external factor is the behavior of Web sites. Behaviors of certain types of sites may make crawling process more difficult. This includes hostile sites (e.g., spider traps, infinite domain name generators), spam sites (e.g., link farms [18, 19, 20] ), sites with restricted content (e.g., robot exclusion [23] ), and unstable sites (e.g., variable host performance, unreliable networks). These four types of sites affect distributed crawling in the same way they affect sequential or parallel crawling, perhaps, with the exception of sites with unreliable networks. This is because, in distributed crawling, having crawlers closer to Web sites may increase the chance of avoiding intermediate network failures between the crawlers and sites. We will elaborate more on this in Section 3.
The remaining two external factors, i.e., social objectives and spatial locality [7] may have an impact on the performance of a distributed crawler. In this context, the social objective refers to a specific target content type in crawling [13] . For example, the target content may be the Web sites that contain pages written in a specific language (e.g., Spanish, Russian), or are hosted in a specific set of countries (Spain, Russia) or a region (e.g., Middle East). If there is a social objective, the placement of crawlers becomes important and should conform as much as possible with the placement of the target content. The spatial locality refers to the geographical placement and closeness of Web sites to crawlers [16, 17] . Note that this is different from the country-specific content objective as belonging to a country does not always guarantee low spatial proximity (e.g., very large or disconnected countries) and spatial proximity does not always guarantee belonging to the same country (e.g., sites near the country borders). Spatial locality can be very important for a distributed crawler and may provide advantages over parallel crawlers. We will discuss this in more detail in Section 3 and will provide some practical performance results in Section 5, illustrating importance of spatial locality in crawling.
Performance
Among the performance concepts given in Fig. 2 , throughput is the only one applicable for all types of crawling. Throughput is a measure of the amount of Web content downloaded by the crawler per unit of time. High throughput is desirable as it affects all quality metrics, e.g., a highthroughput crawler may have a better coverage or may keep its repository fresher. Among the performance concepts, load balancing and scalability are very well-known performance metrics in the parallel computing domain. In the crawling context, they have similar meanings. Load balancing refers to assigning equal amounts of workload to crawlers [6] . Here, workload can be defined by the number of pages or bytes to download, the amount of content stored, the crawling time, or a combination of these. Load balancing may be more important for distributed crawling than parallel crawling since there are social objectives that imply variation on the target content sizes of crawlers. Moreover, it is more likely to have heterogeneity in hardware/network resources of different data centers. Scalability refers to the performance change in the system when a new crawler is added. In parallel crawling, the bandwidth is most likely to be the first resource to limit scalability. Due to this constraint, after a certain number, adding new crawlers do not improve overall performance; in contrast, bottlenecks may be observed at other parts of the system, leading to poor performance.
The remaining performance concepts in Fig. 2 are more specific to the Web crawling problem. In parallel crawling, preventing the crawlers from downloading the same content and maximizing the Web coverage requires exchange of links between the crawlers. The volume of communication during the link exchange may become a performance issue if the ratio of inter-crawler communication times to page download times is high (e.g., distributed crawling, intra-site crawling). The link exchange scheme requires mapping of URLs to crawlers [6, 31] . In parallel crawlers, the mapping is typically performed in a randomized manner using MD5 hashes of URLs. In distributed crawling, on the other hand, more intelligent mapping is necessary as this mapping has a direct effect on the overall throughput of the system. Note that external factors like spatial locality and social objectives make it harder to find a simple solution to the problem. Two other concepts closely related to URL mapping are repartitioning and data centers. In distributed crawling, repartitioning is required due to the Web growth/change, the changes in geographical placement of Web sites, and variations in social objectives. Periodical repartitioning provides a better URL mapping, but it brings an overhead as well since this may necessitate moving certain portions of the crawled data among the crawlers. We will go into more depth on URL mapping and repartitioning in Section 4, where we discuss the challenges. Finally, the data center concept refers to the number and placement of data centers. As we will discuss in Section 3, it may be possible to increase the accessibility of Web sites by means of distributed crawling.
Implementation Issues
A wide variety of implementation issues in practice may affect both the quality and performance of a crawler. For example, multi-threading is employed for better utilization of the network to achieve higher throughput values. However, as in scalability, the network is the bottleneck before multi-threading, i.e., there is an optimum number of threads that provides the best performance gain, depending on various parameters. Crawling order is the decision about how the download of pages should be prioritized [3, 12, 26] . This decision has consequences on the page importance metric. The vast nature of the crawling problem requires very careful selection of internal data structures [21, 25] . Among the most important data structures are the queue of the URLs to be downloaded (i.e., the frontier), the list of the URLs seen, the local DNS cache, and the cache of robots.txt files.
Out-of-core data processing strategies must be employed to manage these structures as they grow very quickly and do not fit into the memory.
Availability of a crawler is important for maintaining a steady performance. Availability requires fault tolerance, i.e., continuous execution against external or internal, software or hardware problems. Fault tolerance is relatively easy to achieve in parallel crawling, e.g., by assigning URLs of a failed processor to a backup processor. However, in distributed crawling, this may become an issue as the workload of a problematic/inaccessible data center must be shared by the others [4] . This requires repartitioning of the URL space among crawlers which enforces remapping of some URLs. Note that, despite its overhead, the availability on the larger scale will be higher in distributed crawling than parallel crawling.
There are also design and implementation issues concerning indexing and search [28] , which are two components that are natural successors to the crawling process. In a fully or partially distributed search engine, there are design issues in sharing the data collected by the crawlers with the rest of the system. These involve issues about the connectivity and interaction of the crawling, indexing, and search components.
Politeness
If it is not reined in, the execution of a crawler may incur a burden on Web servers, eventually causing them to consider the crawler as a hostile program. Hence, crawlers should be as polite as possible to Web servers [14] , trying not to overload them, without sacrificing throughput. Typically, they do this by limiting the number and duration of open network connections to servers and also obeying the robot exclusion protocol. Network politeness is an extension of the host politeness concept to the network. Crawlers should disperse the load across the network as much as possible, avoiding to create hot spots within local networks or subnetworks.
BENEFITS
We identify five distinct benefits for distributed crawling in the following areas: crawling throughput, network politeness, Web coverage, availability, and coupling of distributed crawling with distributed indexing and search. In what follows, we elaborate more on these benefits.
A distributed crawler has the potential to use network resources more efficiently than a centralized crawler. Consider a distributed crawling system, where each crawler is responsible for downloading Web pages that are stored on servers geographically close to itself [16, 17] . In such a scenario, the average network latency for downloading Web pages is expected to be smaller if compared to the average latency of a scenario where Web pages are downloaded by a central crawler. A further benefit of spatial locality may be on the connection timeout values that crawlers set against non-responsive servers. These values now may be set to lower values, reducing the time spent on servers with connection problems. The choice of geographical distance rather than logical network distance, such as IP path length or autonomous system path length, relates to findings in [22] , suggesting that round-trip time correlates better with geographical distance. In general, spatial locality implies higher throughput for the overall crawling process. In Section 5, we present experimental results that support this claim.
A conceptually different benefit that is again related to the network usage is the improved politeness to the network. This benefit stems from the fact that, in distributed crawling, the network traffic generated by a crawler is expected to follow shorter routes. Hence, the overhead on routers and switches is likely to be less and affect smaller parts of the network. For example, if a crawler in North America only crawls Web pages hosted on servers in the same geographic region, then the generated traffic is less likely to be routed through Europe or other geographic regions. There will be cases, however, where the traffic would be routed through a geographically remote network. In such cases, it may be more appropriate to use logical network distance metrics rather than the geographic distance to predict the latency [22] .
Distributed crawling is potentially more resilient to network partitions, which cannot be ignored at the scale of the Internet [32] . If crawling is performed in a centralized manner, then a network partition may render a significant part of the Web inaccessible and hence reduce the coverage or freshness of the crawler. On the other hand, depending on where the crawlers are running, a network partition may affect fewer or no crawlers. For example, in the case of a network partition, a distributed crawler may still be able to download Web pages, but only the communication among the crawlers to exchange discovered links may be disrupted. Moreover, being closer to Web servers may increase to probability of avoiding the failures in sub-networks.
Another benefit of a distributed crawler is increased availability. A catastrophic event, a natural disaster, or a network problem may render a centralized crawler inoperative, which, in turn, severely affects the content quality of the search engine. From a business continuity point of view, distributing crawling over multiple data centers may provide some form of fault tolerance as the workload of an inoperative center may be shared by the others. Even if the workload is not shared, the remaining crawlers can continue to crawl, at least, their portions of the Web.
In the context of a distributed Web search engine [2] , distributed crawling could be a natural design choice. Suppose that a distributed search engine consists of a set of geographically distributed search centers, where each center has a local index of a subset of Web pages and processes user queries from the same geographic region. If the search engine uses a centralized crawler, then it is necessary to index the pages and partition the resulting data structures where the crawler stores the downloaded pages. Alternatively, each search center can build a local index by fetching its subset of the crawled pages in a compressed form. In both cases, a substantial amount of data needs to be transferred between the crawling center and search centers. With distributed crawling, however, it is possible to minimize or completely eliminate this overhead if the crawlers are placed closer or inside the search centers.
CHALLENGES
As current challenges for distributed crawling, we identify four research problems in the following topics: Web partitioning/repartitioning, data center placement, link classification, and coupling of crawling with indexing and search.
In what follows, we discuss these research problems.
In general, the overhead of a crawler is dominated by the network costs. An important challenge in distributed crawler design is the problem of finding the optimum mapping of Web servers to crawlers, i.e., a Web partition that minimizes the overheads of the distributed crawler. There are mainly three types of overheads: page download times, the overhead of link exchange between the crawlers, and the overhead due to the partitioning process itself. The solution to this partitioning problem should consider all of these overheads. The first objective in such a solution should be to partition the Web in such a way that the page download times of the crawlers are as low as possible. Therefore, the solution should take into account the geographical proximity of servers to crawlers. Additional techniques may include crawling distant but lightly loaded servers/networks, taking time zones of servers into consideration, and utilizing previously collected network statistics. The second objective should be to reduce the communication overhead during the exchange of inter-crawler links as, depending on the number and connectivity of the crawlers, this communication may incur a significant overhead. Finally, the third objective should be to keep the difference between the old and new partitions as low as possible since remapping may require relocating certain portions of the data among different centers.
Due to fault tolerance requirements or changes in various constraints, the above-mentioned partitioning process may need to be repeated. For example, in a distributed search engine, crawlers may be matched to local search centers and hence be constrained to download the pages that will be served by the local search engine they match. Load balancing may be another constraint as the size of the target contents as well as the resources in different data centers may vary. The ultimate solution to this partitioning problem would combine all these constraints and objectives, requiring complex repartitioning algorithms that are NP-hard [6] .
A related, but completely reverse problem is, given a set of Web servers and a set of constraints and objectives, to find the optimum geographical placement for a fixed number of data centers. In this problem, most constraints and objectives are similar to the ones in the above-mentioned Web partitioning problem. However, the problem is different than the Web partitioning problem since the geographical coordinates of the data centers is no longer a constraint, but a variable that we try to optimize. In the case of distributed search, placement of search centers may be another constraint for this problem. Also, the site accessibility and network politeness benefits mentioned in Section 3 may be additional objectives. A variation of this problem is the case where the number of data centers is also not known. Note that there must be a bound on the optimum number of centers as link exchange and repartitioning overheads would prevent scalability.
A problem related to exchange of links among the crawlers is classification of the sites pointed by the links. If partitioning is performed under the constraint of certain social objectives, mechanisms must be developed to identify, for example, geographical regions or languages of sites. This can be done by utilizing the information available in the site content, connectivity of the site, or IP databases. Sites with multiple languages form another issue as it is not clear how these sites should be assigned to the crawlers. Furthermore, strategies are required to handle newly discovered sites, which are more difficult to associate with a crawler as not enough information is available about the site.
Finally, a design challenge exists in coupling of distributed crawling with distributed indexing and distributed search. For example, the data obtained by a distributed crawler may need to be moved to a single data center, replicated on different data centers, or partitioned among a number of data centers. Decisions must be given on what data to move (e.g., pages or index), how to move (i.e., compression), and how often to move (i.e., synchronization). Based on the way the index is distributed, search could be centralized or distributed. Distributed crawling may couple well with a partitioned index and hence distributed search. Cost models should be developed and feasibility should be investigated for different coupling scenarios.
EXPERIMENTS
We conducted various experiments to illustrate the performance gains achievable by distributed crawling in practice. For this purpose, we continuously downloaded the root pages of a fixed set of Web sites from a fixed set of crawling nodes over a certain period of time and collected network access statistics. These statistics are used to estimate and compare simulated throughputs of different crawling configurations.
Setup
In the experiments, we use four separate crawlers located in different countries (Brazil, USA, Spain, and Turkey), belonging to different continents (South America, North America, Europe, and Asia, respectively). The crawlers down- load pages from eight target countries (Brazil (BR), Chile (CL), USA (US), Canada (CA), Spain (SP), Portugal (PT), Turkey (TR), and Greece (GR)) that host the Web sites. The countries in this set are selected such that they are geographically neighbor to at least one country that runs a crawler. The Web sites in the target countries are selected from the educational domain of each country. The rationale behind the selection of educational sites is as follows:
1. These sites are easier to identify by their top level domain names, 2. It is highly likely that they are physically located in the country that their top level domain name indicates, 3. There is less variation in server loads compared to the sites in other domains. Table 1 displays, in the two rightmost columns, our sample size of the .edu sites and the total number of .edu sites for the selected countries, as reported by http://www. webometrics.info. For the countries with more than 100 sites, we used a randomly selected subset of 100 sites to obtain some balance on sampling spaces. The sites that are not accessible by at least one crawler at any time during the lifetime of the experiments are further removed. In the table, the second column reports the average root page size of the servers for each target country. These sizes are obtained by averaging the sizes of the collected root page samples.
To obtain the network statistics, we use our customized version of the echoping software (the original is available at http://echoping.sourceforge.net). Although the primary purpose of this software is to provide a ping facility for different network protocols, it also facilitates the download of HTML pages. In order to minimize the temporal variations in host and network loads, the experiments were conducted over a week, downloading pages from the target sites repetitively in a randomized order. In order to enforce some politeness, a delay of one second is placed between any two consecutive page requests. Echoping is run with the -A option, allowing generated HTTP requests to skip intermediate caches on proxies and gateways. Unlike typical crawlers, echoping is a single-threaded process, manually programmed to crawl a fixed set of URLs; therefore, the link exchange is not considered in our experiments.
The samples collected by echoping include the total time spent by a crawler in downloading the root page of a Web site. The download time can be subdivided into four subcomponents: DNS resolution time, TCP latency, HTTP latency, and page transfer time. In our experiments, the DNS resolution time is negligible since all host names are translated to their corresponding IPs beforehand. The TCP latency is the time spent for the three-way handshake between a crawler and a server to open a connection. The HTTP latency is the time between a GET request is issued by the crawler and the first byte of the server response is received. The transfer time is the time to transfer the document from the remote Web server to the crawling process. The total download time we measure includes the TCP and HTTP latencies as well as the transfer time of the pages. In our experiments, in general, the TCP and HTTP latencies show a correlation and are very close. Fig. 3(a) displays the medians of HTTP latencies over a number of trials in crawling Turkish Web sites from different geographical locations. All latency values are sorted for each crawler in increasing order. As expected, the latencies are much lower for the local Turkish crawler, which is followed by the Spanish crawler. The highest latencies are observed when crawling from Brazil. A sharp increase is observed in latencies for the servers after around the 75th server. This could be due to highly-loaded or slow servers or misconfigured network equipment on those servers.
Network Performance
In terms of overall crawling performance a similar behavior is observed in Fig. 3(b) , where the medians of download times are given. This figure can be investigated in three parts. For about the first 20 servers, the download time is almost constant (in fact, almost equal to the sum of TCP and HTTP latencies). This is due to the Web pages that are simple redirects to other pages, pages that return various error messages (e.g., 404 errors), or pages with very little content in their body. For such pages, the HTTP response contains just a header; therefore, the transfer time is almost negligible. The download time for servers between 20 and 80 show a linear increase with increasing page size. The download times for a few servers at the end of the axis show a more variable behavior. The reason for this could be overloaded sub-networks, misconfigured networks, or overloaded servers, which is hard to identify. vide similar information for the total page download times. These results, in general, correlate well with those in Fig. 4 . Table 2 gives a broader view of the results from our experiments, showing the median download times for all pairs of crawlers (in rows) and target countries (in columns). We show the lowest medians achieved for a target country in bold and the second lowest medians in italics.
Crawling Throughput
In this section, we estimate the throughput of various crawling scenarios using the network statistics provided in the previous section. We assume that we have a set C of geographically distributed crawlers and a set U of URLs to be crawled. Given a subset U (C) ⊂ U of URLs that crawler C ∈ C is responsible for crawling, the throughput T (C) of crawler C can be calculated as
where U ∈ U is a URL, P (U ) is the size of the page pointed by U , and D(C, U ) is the time spent by C for downloading U . In this equation, it is possible to estimate D(C, U ) as
where L(C, U ), H(C, U ), and B(C, U ) respectively represent the TCP latency, HTTP latency, and available bandwidth between crawler C and the server hosting U . Here, we assume that a new TCP connection is established for each page request and only one page is requested from the server per request. The aggregate throughput of crawlers in set C can be calculated as
assuming crawlers operate continuously.
To make a comparison between different scenarios, we report results for seven crawling configurations using subsets of the crawler set C = {BR, ES, TR, US}: CBR = {BR}, CUS = {US}, CES = {ES}, CTR = {TR}, CBR,TR = {BR, TR}, CES,US = {ES, US}, and CALL = {BR, ES, TR, US}. The complete URL space for the countries we used in the experiments is U = {BR, CL, US, CA, PT, ES, TR, GR}, where each set element denotes the set of URLs in the corresponding country. For the first four crawler configurations, we use U (CBR) = U (CUS) = U (CES) = U (CTR) = U , that is, a single centralized crawler covers the whole URL space. For the CBR,TR and CES,US configurations, we use CBR = {BR, CL, US, CA}, CTR = {GR, TR, ES, PT} and CES = {ES, PT, GR, TR}, CUS = {US, CA, BR, CL}. Basically, we have two distributed crawling configurations consisting of two crawlers, where each crawler is responsible for crawling one side of the Atlantic. For the last configuration, we use U (CBR) = {BR, CL}, U (CUS) = {US, CA}, U (CES) = {ES, PT}, and U (CTR) = {TR, GR}. This configuration represents a distributed crawling system with four crawlers, each responsible for the URLs of the local and a neighbor country. Fig . 6 compares the throughput for the crawling configurations given above. In computing the values in this figure, we assume that the total amount of crawling resources available in each configuration is the same. Therefore, we divide the throughput values computed using (3) by the number of crawling countries in the configuration. In this experiment, we consider two cases for page distribution in target countries: each target country having an equal amount of Web content versus and unbalanced content distribution. In Fig. 6 , the light gray and dark gray bars represent the throughputs achieved for the unbalanced and balanced cases, respectively. For the unbalanced distribution, we use the real-life distribution of the .edu sites in countries, shown in Table 1 .
According to Fig. 6 , among the centralized crawling configurations, the US crawler is the best performer for both balanced and unbalanced cases. For the balanced case, the Spanish crawler is the second best due to its advantage of being geographically close to other countries. For the unbalanced case, the second best is the Brazilian crawler due to the large amount of Web content available in Brazil. Among the distributed crawling configurations, the CES,US configuration performs considerably better than the CBR,TR configuration. The CBR,TR configuration performs even worse than the CUS configuration for the unbalanced case. It is interesting to note that the throughput gap between the CES,US and the CALL configurations is marginal.
CONCLUSION
A successful feasibility analysis on distributed crawling requires further work in both theory and practice. On the theoretical side, appropriate cost models should be developed. These cost models should include financial costs (operational, maintenance, revenue), scalability (number of data centers, number of crawlers per center, the network bandwidths), and performance (download, link exchange, repartitioning times). On the practical side, the trends in the Web should be followed. As developing countries have more Web sites in the future, distributed crawling might be the road to choose. However, with the current distribution of Web pages among countries and the current network infrastructure, centralized crawling from a center located in the United States still seems to be more feasible.
